
MEDICAL PRACTICE BUSINESS PLAN EXAMPLE

So you're thinking about starting your own outpatient medical practice. You probably Here's an example from a sample
business plan for a medical practice.

In some cases, hospitals and health care service providers also adopt the hourly billing cum per visit billing
method. Mission Statement: Why have you chosen to start your own practice? Objectives: Think about your
practice 1, 3, and 5 years from now. When you are ready to begin writing, remember to keep it short and to the
point. Provide opportunities for the community to serve individuals and their families to maximize mental,
emotional, physical, and spiritual health. Doe intends on using a number of marketing strategies that will
allow the Medical Practice to easily target men, women, and families within the target market. Gardner will
employ administrative aides and nurses. Approximately 16, doctors enter private practice each year. The clinic
will utilize new equipment and a trained staff that will be able to optimize the care of each patient. What kind
of referrals can you offer to the uninsured or those who cannot afford your services? For a medical practice,
average startup costs can include initial fees, malpractice insurance, cost of renting or leasing office space, and
the cost of any legal or tax advisors. The Company will also recognize revenues from the sale of medical
appliances prescribed by Dr. Include these key elements : Profit and loss statement : this explains how your
business made a profit or incurred a loss in a given amount of time typically three months by listing all
revenue and expenses, then documenting the total amount of net profit or loss. What do you want to achieve?
Changing healthcare regulations can affect the volume of patients who are able to afford your services.
Consider the demographics your practice serves when you choose your pricing. Strategic Analysis with
current research! Sample text from Medical Clinic Business Plan: 1. Gardner specializes in preventive and
curative care, a patient seeking palliative treatment for terminal cancer is not the ideal patient. For example,
Dr. Medical Clinic and Practice Business Plan â€” Sustainability and Expansion Strategy The future of a
business lies in the number of loyal customers they have, the capacity and competence of their employees,
their investment strategy and the business structure. You will most likely need to partner with a nearby
hospital as part of a referral system or to share select services and equipment. The idea is that not everyone
will be an ideal patient. For each owner or key employee, you should provide a brief biography in this section.
Many economists expect that this recession will continue until mid, at which point the economy will begin a
prolonged recovery period. Download our free business startup checklist to think about the next steps. We
know that if we are consistent in offering high quality health care service delivery and excellent customer
service, we will increase the number of our customers by more than 25 percent for the first year and then more
than 40 percent subsequently. Youth eating disorder treatment Target market Next, talk about your ideal
patients.


